
Rugby Borough Council Local Plan – Examination in Public 

Hearing Statement – Richard Jackson 

Issue 1b: 

1) Question 1 

a. Although the consultation on the Publication Draft Local Plan has taken place ‘full 

consideration’ of the representations made (Statement of Community 

Involvement 3.4.2 LP25) has not. 

b. In particular, the inclusion in the Local Plan of Lodge Farm in place of the 

Walsgrave site at the Publication Draft stage when many supporting documents 

had not been updated, e.g. Strategic Transport Assessment, meant representors 

were expected to comment on an incomplete proposal.  

c. The summary of representations (now subsumed into the Regulation 22c 

Consultation Statement LP26) which was presented to Borough Councillors 

immediately before their meeting to decide upon submission, does not, in my 

view, assess and summarise the many representations made about the 

Sustainability Assessment, regarding Lodge Farm, in a fair and objective 

manner: 

i. no regard has been had to the fact that most representations were not 

submitted by development industry professionals or lawyers.  

ii. Simply passing the representations which included criticism of a site’s 

sustainability scores to the consultants who prepared the Sustainability 

Assessment report was an inadequate response. These criticisms should 

have lead to a review of the appropriateness of the underlying scoring 

matrix for a rural site – for example using ‘bus stops’, rather than bus 

services, may well be reasonable as a discriminator for an urban area but 

not for a rural one where removal of bus services has left very many bus 

stops at the road side which have no current services. In the case of 

Lodge Farm the score for that one criteria has then used to support, 

arguably, excessively positive scores for other criteria. 

d. The Officer responses to representations by Oxallis Planning (LP26 page 132) at 

paras 6-8 LP26 p133 suggest that more positive scores were attributed after the 

selection process had taken place. This is unsatisfactory and suggests the 

scoring system is defective and should actually have resulted in two scores for 

each criterion: one based on the site ‘as is’ and the other based on expected 

enhancements e.g. infrastructure improvement. Whilst such an approach may 

not be practical for every site it is hard to find a reason why it wasn’t done for 

the Walsgrave site which was, until the Publication Draft, a preferred site that 

had been under consideration much longer.  

e. The Executives Directors report to the full council, issued with the summons to a 

Special Meeting 21st June 2017 (LP55), makes no reference to the volume of 

responses to the final consultation or their focus and the actual representations 

were only being made available for Councillors to read on the morning of that 

meeting which means most were not able to read them, or only a small sample, 

neither, in my view, did they have a fair and balanced summary before being 

obliged to vote. 

f. Therefore, RBC has not properly complied with its Statement of Community 

Involvement (LP25) 

2) Question 2 

a. 2a, in view of the deficiency of the scoring matrix in respect of rural public 

transport mentioned at 1.c.ii and that criterion have not been scored discreetly 

i.e. the scores of one criterion have been used to enhance the scores of others 



have resulted in a failure to objectively assess potential sites and therefore the 

SA is flawed. 

b. 2b, there is no evidence of consideration as to whether a new Main Rural 

Settlement was needed, or desirable, or where it might most sustainably be 

located in the borough in strategic terms. Such consideration might reasonably 

be expected to have addressed whether such a settlement should be stand alone 

or a major enlargement of an existing settlement, where its residents might be 

employed and the implications of that for transportation. It is questionable 

whether such an approach would have selected a site at the side of a major ‘A’ 

road a few hundred meters from a village in the next county with 3 prison 

establishments and a few hundred meters to another small settlement. 

c. 2b, In respect of the decision to drop the Walsgrave allocation and adopt Lodge 

Farm the reasoning has not been clear or credible. Indeed, a Freedom of 

Information request, submitted last May, for documents, of any type, relating to 

this decision produced just two items neither of which mention Lodge Farm nor 

suggest that Walsgrave Hill be dropped. The only reason given prior to 

consultation for dropping Walsgrave was that it was in the Green Belt despite 

the fact that the local plan production process provides the mechanism to adjust 

Green Belt boundaries albeit exceptionally. RBC had a report indicating that 

unmet need was considered an exceptional circumstance LP30 p26 5.5. 

The Council’s proposed modifications do not address these concerns. 

The remedy to these concerns is either to revise the SA scoring matrix and then re-score all 

rural sites or given that it is the main deficiency drop the Lodge Farm proposal from this plan. 

If it is considered that a new main rural settlement is necessary a fully considered, 

researched, evidenced, and consulted upon, proposal for a new settlement should be 

prepared in advance of a future iteration of the plan.  

 


